Summer News ~ July 1, 2020

DEAR FRIENDS,
Next fall will mark the beginning
of the Elkhorn’s 75th anniversary
season. You’d think that finding
words around that theme would be
easy, but this is my sixth attempt.
What will have happened after
this goes to press?

How do we

make sense of a world united by
the COVID-19 experience in a
nation enraged by divisions and
inequalities? These are volcanic
times and it isn’t clear how the lava
will change the landscape.
Sarah Malarik

How do we muster hope? We think

April 2020 was the first and only

the outdoors and friendship are

time Elkhorn’s guest season has been

part of the answer. While nature

interrupted. We have weathered

isn’t always kind, you can count on

many

the change of seasons and linger on

your friendship, and we will prevail

exceptional moments. Even amidst

through this as well. We look forward

the trying times of last spring, there

to a season of celebration with you

was joy as Clara and Sarah came

via our 75th Anniversary Album

across Bertha and her newborn foal

project, exchanging greetings and

on the desert. As April progressed

your visits!

into May, the columbines bloomed
in Silverson’s Garden and cacti
blossomed exceptionally. In May
we received some unexpected rain
– always a gift in the desert. June
brought the one-night wonder of a
night blooming cereus flower.

Good friends are sunshine
Who brighten the path each day
Walk on have faith breathe

storms,

strengthened

by

RANCH NEWS
We have appreciated your concern about how the
ranch has fared during the pandemic. In mid-March,
cancellations began in earnest and we made adjustments
such as a “touch-less buffet” to reduce risk. By late
March, Arizona joined other states with shelter in place
and other mandates and most remaining visits had been
cancelled. We assured our crew that we would keep
them employed to the end of the season, regardless of
business. April brought an early close of 2019/20 season.
Guests were offered the choice of a deposit refund or
application of the deposit to a future visit. We lost about
six weeks equal to about 25% of the total business for the
season. On a brighter note, we got a lot of work done
in April and it felt good to keep our crew employed
and in place during the critical phase of flattening the
curve. Paige’s boyfriend joined us and pulled together

Many thanks to a great crew! Andrew, Sarah, Bryce, Grace, Tom,
Mary, Paige, Diane, Rachel, Nick, Craig, Charley, Dave, Kellen,
Ben, and Clara (missing: Anne, Jared, Cara and Alicia)

BEAUTIFUL CREW RIDES
IN APRIL

an Elkhorn string band with Ben, Kellen and Dave.
Thursday night steaks and cocktails continued to the
very end ~ complete with music!

FAMILY TIME

Summer project work is underway! Ben and Clara are

Curt Gerston

training horses and keeping an eye on the horse herd up
on the Mountain. Charley and Alicia are working on the
mesquite control project and then on to other summer
projects. The mares are split into two bunches, with
the stallions Playboy or Sidney, and foals are growing
fast. Tom and Anne are busy repairing our beloved old
buildings. Jan is safe and sound in Tucson. We’re proud
Sarah Malarik

of Clara’s boyfriend Alvaro, whose National Guard unit

RIDE WITH A FRIEND Clara Miller

has been supplying cities throughout Arizona with food

PICNICS

bank and medical supplies since the Covid crisis began
in March. Alvaro’s sister Lis is here for the summer
helping with projects. Diane and Mary look forward to
hearing from you this summer, and to assembling the
75th anniversary album.

Klaus Voelcker

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING
25 YEARS OF COLLABORATIVE
CONSERVATION IN THE ALTAR VALLEY!
www.altarvalleyconservation.org
SISTER TIME

Curt Gerston

ADVENTURE

COWBOY PLAY

Sarah Malarik

John Miller

LET US CARE FOR YOU
With traditional hospitality, warm friendship,
the comforts of home, and horseback time in the
peaceful and curious Sonoran desert ~ a respite
that suits solo travelers, couples and families.
HORSEBACK RIDING OUTDOORS AND SOCIAL
DISTANCING ARE A MATCH MADE IN HEAVEN.

CLIMB HIGH

John Miller

But day-to-day ranch life will require adjustments
to decrease Covid-19 risk for our guests and crew.
Thankfully, we have time this summer to learn and
plan. Stay up-to-date on our plans by checking
www.elkhornranch.com/covid-care.

Kayla Fisher Photography

ROMANCE

Sarah King

GET HITCHED

WORKSHOP WEEKS PROVIDE
SPECIAL CAMARADERIE
Learn more at www.elkhornranch.com/workshops

YOGA & HORSEMANSHIP

DECEMBER 1 - 6, 2020 & FEBRUARY 7 - 14, 2021
with Tammy Pate

OLD TIME MUSIC
Kayla Fisher Photography

JANUARY 3 - 10, 2021

with Sandol Astrausky, Rory MacLeod and Bill Burke

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
JANUARY 17 - 24, 2021

with Stewart Aitchison and Ann Kramer

Molly Gerston

FOX

Laurie Munsell

ART FOR ALL AGES
APRIL 11 - 18, 2021

with Kate Aitchison and Ann Kramer

What to do when it rains at Elkhorn?
Don hats and yellow slickers and
smiles and have fun! Or curl up with
a good book by the fire!

BUNNY WATCH

ADULT TRAVELERS
Margaret Hall

Try a longer stay and enjoy discounts
on 2 or 3+ week stays

GRANDPARENTS & PARENTS
Turn your kids loose outdoors!
Enjoy kids’ rates through age 18
Check your school vacation calendar soon
Klaus Voelcker

TO CONFIRM YOUR RESERVATION
Please send the enclosed registration form and 25%
deposit

(check

preferred

or

VISA/MC).

Deposits

due August 1st for fall and holiday reservations and
September 1st for arrival after January 1, 2021
Klaus Voelcker

MR. ROADRUNNER SAYS,
“HURRY, HURRY!”

Curt Gerston

Mary Lamy

GET READY TO WEAR YOUR HATS AND BOOTS!
Call or email to check available dates.

Let us know

whether you prefer an adult or family time and how long
you can stay ~ remember that we have discounted rates
for 2 or 3+ week stays! Most guests arrive and depart
on Sunday, which is the horses’ day off. We strongly

Laurie Munsell

~ 75th ANNIVERSARY ALBUM ~
Contributions due by August 1, 2020

prefer week or longer visits and 4 nights is the minimum
length of stay. Kids of all ages are welcome and must be
6 or older to ride. There is a 250 pound weight limit for
all riders. Let us know about birthdays or anniversaries,
week in advance!

PLEASE SEND YOUR DEPOSIT BY: AUGUST 1 FOR FALL
2020 AND HOLIDAY RESERVATIONS, AND SEPTEMBER 1
FOR ARRIVAL DATES AFTER JANUARY 1, 2021

Learn more at
www.elkhornranch.com/covid-care

PLEASE JOIN US DURING OUR 75th SEASON!
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 15, 2020 ~ SUNDAY APRIL 25, 2021
With love,
All the Millers and Elkhorn Crew

GET SOCIAL WITH ELKHORN!

Facebook:ElkhornRanchAZ
Instagram:Elkhornranch1946

WWW.ELKHORNRANCH.COM
for news, travel
and packing tips

TRIP ADVISOR

reviews are greatly
appreciated!

27000 W. ELKHORN RANCH ROAD, TUCSON, AZ 85736 ~ 520-822-1040 ~ OFFICE@ELKHORNRANCH.COM

Jose Manuel Fernandes

dietary preferences and other special needs at least one

